WOC News No 4
I think the terrain will suit me quite well
Second man in World Cup 2007 and bronze medailist on long at WOC in Kiev.
And also this season, Anders Nordberg, 30-years‘ Norwegian from Oslo and
member of Halden, looks that he surely hasn‘t lost good shape.
(Cont. on page 2)

Second training camp
is over
A countdown to the beginning
of the WOC 2008 has been
uncompromisingly started on its
website. The championships should
introduce the Czech orienteering
and leave a distinctive footprint
in the Czech lands. Our club Sokol
Vizovice was organizing the second
training camp and I hope that we
succeeded in this task.
At the end of April and in the beginning
of May, about 100 orienteering aces from
12 different countries came together in
Vizovice and its neighbourhood. Seven
trainings on four different maps, four
model races Czech Spring 2008, and
many other training variations were
prepared for all of them, according to
the requests of the teams.
(Cont. on page 6)

I will run also for many
other people
His running style is not determined
for the fashion shows, but it reaps
success in the forest. It was his first
appearance at the WOC in Ukraine
last year, but with his third place
on the first leg in the relay race,
Jan Procházka showed both to the
adversaries and the coaches that
they have to count on him in the
future.
Let’s start with an obligate question:
Which races are you going to run at the
WOC?
(Cont. on page. 5)
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I think the terrain will suit
me quite well
(Cont. from page 1)

It is already some week ago, but I would
at least in brief ask, how did you enjoy the
Moravian Open competitions in mid April ?
I enjoyed them a lot. My shape felt good
during the last period of the training
camp, and I think at least my long distance
in the Moravian Open was a very good
race. The atmosphere as well was good at
the competitions. Unfortunately I twisted
my ankle during the relay. It didn`t effect
the race, but I`ve had some trouble with
the ankle since that race.
Now a little bit more fresh topic – congratulation to the second place at Tiomila,
although the result was a little bit ironic for
you, since you were member of Kristiansand
in 2000 – 2005 and from this year you run
for Halden and ... we know how Tiomilia
finished (note - Kristiansand won just by
faster finish before Halden and Södertälje).
But I suppose that you plan to stay in Halden for longer time than in Bækkelagets
before, and thus you can surely still believe
to experience the victory ?
Yes, Halden is of course a club I think I`ll
stay in for a long time. The first months in
the new club has been very nice in every
single way. People are very enthusiastic,
and the club is working good in every
way from the young orienteerers to the
masters. And to have elite runners who
want to give their best around me is
always very motivating.
Your stay with Baekkelagets was just an
“interim” after you finished school and before you arranged your entrance to Halden ?
I finished my studies the summer 2005,
and since then I`ve been full time orunner. I still live in Oslo, but I changed
club from Baekkelagets to Halden in
January, because I think Halden gives
me the best possibility to improve as an
orienteerer. They have a very professional
way to make good trainings and
camps, and of course to
have a coach like



Kenneth Buch is important.
How many professional O-runners are in
Norway (approx). Does it concern just some
particular top teams such Halden or is it
individual question, how a runner arranges
the things, finds sponsors etc.. ?
Most of the top runners in Norway have a
smal job beside their orienteering. I make
it as an orienteerer most because of my
own sponsors - I`m very thankful about
the way they help my carrier and I hope
they can be a little proud to be in my
team one day.. :)
You became famous for changing over first
after the long night in Tiomila three consecutive years 2005, 2006, 2007 – is it simply
because Halden is full of excellent runners,
that you run now the 7th leg “only“ ?
For sure I want to run the long night
again, for me that‘s the most special
leg and I`m always very excited about
it. But I can feel some pressure, and to
run the 7th leg this season was also very
challenging - for me it was not “only” 7th
leg, but a key leg in the relay and my goal
was to change first with a gap behind.
But as you know Kristiansand OK (KOK)
ran very strong during the relay and we
even if we were disappointed with the
second place, it`s a good result.
..and I think you did your best, changing
Halden’s position from 6th to 2nd, being
actually faster also as Baptiste Rollier of
KOK on the leg - I suppose that simply
neither you, neither him did any mistake
and the speed was not so different ?
I did one mistake (on 6th control), but
I`m quite satisfied with my race. I was in
a bigger group and I think we all pushed
hard to close the gap to KOK.
Well, back to WOC - how many times have
you visited Czech forests during preparation for Czech WOC ?
Two times. Once in 2007 and once during
Moravian Open. We are going with the
national team once again in June.
You mean selection races by the end of
June?
No, we don`t have selection races in
Czech, but the national

Next
Steps on
The Way to TV
Coverage

Czech-TV experts made another
inspection of Arenas and locations
where wireless trucks will have to
be placed. These heavy vehicles,
weighing 14 to 22 metric tons, can
use only maintained roads. That will
be ensured in all Arenas and towing
vehicles needed in case of rainy
weather will stand by, provided for
by the Army. Some modifications
had to be made to the middle and
the long distance courses because
cables connecting cameras to
wireless truck cannot be longer than
400 m. Supervised by the IOF Advisor
during her last visit, our coursesetting team, Jaroslav Kačmarčík and
Josef Hubáček, had to cope with this
task.
Co-ordination with the Czech-TV is
still superb; now it is envisaged that
two or three wireless trucks and 14
to 17 cameras will be employed. The
whole Czech-TV crew will amount
to 40 to 45 persons. This massive
technical provision is also one of the
fruits of a well chosen date of WOC
which does not coincide with any
of the most important sport events
of this year which would otherwise
engage most of the Czech-TV staff
and facilities. Data transfer from the
start and controls to the Arena will be
provided by Telefónica O2, one of the
Czech operators of GSM networks,
by means of an optical cable, which
will be up to 1 880 m long.

Trac Trac Also in the
Middle Distance

After consultations with the CzechTV, organizers of WOC decided to
extend the use of this system from
long distance finals and the 3rd
leg of relay also to middle distance
finals. Consequently, higher costs
will be incurred, however, such an
investment should certainly have
– even if indirectly – a positive effect,
thanks to higher level of publicity
and media presentation.
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team will have a training camp the week
before Jukola (Sunday to Thursday I
think). Then we travel direct from Praha
to Helsinki.
And so when do you have the selections?

I`ve always focused on middle and
long distance, and I do that this year as
well. I hope to run those distances and
probably the relay even if the program is
very hard.

We don`t have selections races only for
WOC, but the season so far. I think EOC
and WC is the most important. I think the
team will be selected after WC in Oslo (OFestivalen, 20/21 June).

Can be there something, you are afraid
of in Czech terrains and did you include
something special in your training, to get
prepared just for Czech WOC and conditions of Czech terrains ?

What kind of races do you suppose to run
in WOC 2008, I believe long for sure and the
others, you will yet see ? (relay just day after
long...).

Of course the steep hills is something I
have respect for, and I try to run some
steep trainings when I`m home, but I
think the terrain will suit me quite well.

Maps
Will
Be
Printed by Žaket

As already reported in the WOC News
first issue, surveys of the competition
areas were accomplished in the
beginning of spring. Now both surveys
of model events areas and necessary
revisions are in progress. The aim
of the latter is the generalisation of
maps in compliance with the IOF
Map Commission view as well as a full
respect of ISOM key. The maps with
the courses will be fully completed
in the beginning of June and will be
submitted to IOF Advisor and to IOF
Map Commission for final approval.
Cartography Publishing Žaket is
commissioned to print the maps in the
second half of June. The company is
one of the biggest Czech map-printing
works, which is also specialised in
orienteering maps, including for the
most exacting clients - e.g. just before
printing the WOC maps, it will deal with
those of this year O-Ringen.

A Modification of Middle
Distance Competition Area

As you can also see in the maps shown
in Bulletin No. 3, a small modification
of the middle distance competition
area occurred. Its part situated north
of the I/11 road was shifted a bit
eastwards because part of the original
area comprises a preserve and so WOC
organizers found a solution within the
compromise with the Administration
of Jeseníky Protected Landscape
Area. The part of the area situated
north of the road will be used for the
nomination competitions offered by
the WOC organisers in the end of June.
No more modifications take place;
no serious damage was caused by
Emma hurricane which left traces in
the long distance finals and the relay
event competition areas on 1st March
but did not affect the shape of the
competitions.
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When I`m in my best shape every terrain
and every distances feel good, and I hope
I`ll be in that shape during the WOC. I do
some short uphill sprints to get some
strength in legs as well.
Do you have also some respect for very various route choices in hilly terrain or is this
something, you are well familiar with ?
I think long route choices are interesting
and I prepare for that there will be some
in WOC. It`s difficult to always choose the
right one, but for sure I will try to choose
a good one and try to do it in a good way
and of course push hard physically. But
I`m not sure if I like long route choices
on hard ground like roads. I like it most
when the route choices is in the terrain,
and it is possible to read the runnability
on the map.
In preparation for WOC 2006, you had three
altitude-camps, for 2007 you prepared
mainly on home ground, wherever did you
„travel“ to get prepared for this year’s WOC
?
I have travelled a lot this pre-season,
but most of all that‘s because I want to
do more practice with different maps.
I`m still not 100% sure what I will do the
last weeks before the WOC, but maybe
I`m going one week in the Norwegians
mountains. That is not altitude training,
but it‘s always nice to go there and fish,
relax and to run to some nice places.
Concerning various sorts of preparations
mentioned in previous questions for WOC,
what experiences or challanges did they
bring to you?
I`m not doing anything special. If the
season was different I would like to do
altitude training some weeks before
WOC, but I think the season is compact
to do that this year.
I also meant, if you felt some differences in
results of pre-season when you did altitudetraining and pre-season, when you didn’t ?
Naturally from biological reasons, there
should be fruits of that, but if you
for example really felt in
Kiev, that in

2006 it was better just because of that ?
I think my last altitude camp before WOC
2006 was to short in time, but espesially
after the first two altitude camp that
winter I felt really good - maybe to good
early in the season to be in good shape
for the WOC. If I m going for a altitude
camp once more before a WOC I want to
stay at least 3 weeks in altitude.
Emil Wingstedt is known that he is opened
to useful inovative training methodes - since you are in the same team, do you, or also
some other colleagues in Halden, join him in
some special sorts of training ?
Emil and I`ve had some discussions about
training methods, and I think our training
is very different. I do a lot of slow running
and the last six months I`ve not done a
single interval training. Training methods
are funny to discuss, and of course I know
that my way is the only way.. :)
What is your current time for 5 km on athletic track and do you remember, what it was
at the age of 15 (or for 3 km perhaps) ?
I`ve never run 5000 meter, but I guess I
would run something about 15 minutes.
So in Norwegian team, you don’t have any
limits for some distance on athl. track, set as
one of the conditions for being selected for
WOC ?
No, luckely we don`t have, but many of
the Norwegians are good runners on
track as well and I think they have some
pretty good results.
Who do you think, that will belong to the
most serious favourites in men’s competitions at WOC ?
Thierry and the Suiss guys
And who do you estimate to be amongst
best between women?
I hope for Anne Margrethe (ie. A. M.
Hausken)
Questions placed by Petr Kadeřávek

Courses
Specifications
Available

Bulletin No. 3, published in the
beginning of May, provides for
details of each course (length, total
climb, number of controls etc.). As
mentioned above, no modifications
due to natural disasters were
necessary and the last amendments
to allow for accessibility by cameras
were discussed and implemented
shortly before closing that Bulletin.
As anyone can download the Bulletin
from the WOC website, it is useless
to repeat the data widely. Let’s
just display for illustration the long
distance finals: women – 12.4 km,
450 m, 34 controls (for comparison,
at WOC 2007 in Ukraine this route
had 11.9 km, 300 m; WOC 2006 in
Denmark – 11.7 km, 590 m), winning
time should be 75 minutes; men –
17.5 m, 800 m, 37 controls (in Ukraine
18.2 km, 550 m, in Denmark 17.2 km,
875 m), the World Champion should
deal with this course in 95 minutes.

Recruitment
Volunteers Ended

of

In the end of April the volunteer
enlisting system was closed. On one
hand, it was necessary to determine
precise numbers (for accommodation,
catering, equipment etc.), on the
other hand, the necessary staff had
been virtually completed. It was
specified as 325 persons and 310
positions are already appointed. It
should be noted that the overall
number of people engaged in WOC
organising is even higher, including
the staff of the TK Plus marketing
company (20 persons responsible
for advertising, ceremonies, hostess
services, attendance on VIPs) as
well as further 20 Army members
engaged in assembling and/or
running installations and equipment
provided by the Army (tents, showers,
land rovers, trucks).
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I will run also for many
other people
(Cont. from page 1)

By this time, my position at the first relay
leg is quite sure and it is my greatest aim
fot this season. In addition, I would like to
get nominated for the sprint and middle
distance, but this will depend on my
efforts in the nomination races.
Does it mean that in the first place you
want to start the relay as best you can and
the rest is only a kind of bonus?
I can promise that I will do my best for
the Czech team in the relay race. After
all it is more a team game and one runs
aalso for lots of people that support him
in orienteering since his childhood. A
success in the other disciplines would be
just an icing on the cake, which would
be important more for me than for the
others, but I will try my best as well.
Nevertheless, it will be quite difficult
even to get nominated.

this year’s Tiomila.
Do you not regret this missed
experience?
I ran the 7th leg and I do not regret at
all. Tiomila is something different from
the world events. The race is run at night
and the pace is slower, so it can be made
by many other runners of our team.
That’s why our coach was saving me for
a day leg, although finally I was given a
headlamp and sent into the dark. The
first leg at the WOC will be a different
cup of tea. The competition is better than
at Tiomila and even a small mistake can
decide.
Can the first legs be trained somehow?

from
the previous
races.
Thus
the
training is any mass start race,
where the world’s elite is present.
You started your own blog a few days ago.
Does it mean that you already consider
yourself as a member of the elite?
Definitely not. My blog is rather an info
for the friends. But who knows? Maybe I
will have to make a presentation for the
sponsors after the WOC…
Questions by Jiří Krejčík

You must enjoy the mass starts and you
must not be afraid to separate from the
crowd, but the most important thing is
your self-confidence and experiences

Your relay safely won the Moravian Open
Championship at Bouzov. Did you expect
such success? Are you not afraid that now
the Czech fans will regard you as the favourites for the WOC and your position will be
much more difficult?
The Bouzov victory was wonderful for
our mental condition. All three of us now
know that we can beat anyone. But it will
be more tough at the WOC. There will
be almost six teams struggling for the
victory and one cannot expect that this
time only Michal Smola will be in such a
brilliant shape.
Many people were surprised by the placing
of your anchor Michal Smola on the second
leg. Was it some kind of a tactical maneuvre?
So was I, but Bingo (nickname of Michal)
will have a long distance race from the
preceding day in his legs at WOC. In any
case, it turned out at Bouzov that it is no
problem for him, so the sequence of the
legs may change.
Although you belong to the elite first
legs, you were not starting
the Stora Tuna IK’s
relay at
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Second training camp
is over
(Cont. from page 1)

Our goal was to prepare good training
possibilities with intelligent course
setting, to introduce the neighbouring
terrains similar to those of the WOC and
to enable the competitors to get familiar
with the Czech mapping.
And how were the reactions? I have
to confess that I was a bit afraid of the
“spoilt stars” who would consider our
maps and terrains to be a only boring
part of their preparation for the WOC. To
be honest, the terrains around Vizovice
are not exactly the same as the terrains
of the WOC. Nevertheless, everybody
was thanking us for perfect background
and service, as well as training and races.
Even later I was really positively surprised
by the reactions on the participating
runners’ websites.
I was also startled by the appreciation
of the single stages. I am used to the
Czech atmosphere where everybody is
complainig on everything (controls in
thickets, bad terrain, inaccurate map,
witless course-setter,...), but everyone was
satisfied, or even ecstatic. Especially the
compliment of Petter Thoresen warmed

our hearts.
Maybe the only dark side of the camp
were the problems with accomodation
of the Danish team in Prague. Despite
their confirmed reservation, the
responsible lady in the hotel decided not
to accomodate them only because she
speaks Czech and Russian only... Luckily,
the problem was finally fixed, but I would
like to mention this experience for the

organisers of the WOC.
So this was the second official training
camp before the WOC 2008. Thanks to
all the organisers, I was pleased to work
with you.
Martin Marek
(Photos: Jiří Kalenda
and Jan Fukátko)
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